
Grade Three “Invasion Territorial” Phys. Ed Unit  
 
Outcomes: PE 3.7- Select and use effective movement skills, tactics, and strategies while 
participating in low organizational, inventive and cooperative games.  
 PE 3.3- Express and apply, with guidance, a variety of ways to skillfully move the body through 
space while participating in movement activities.  
 PE 3.5- Explore, express, and apply, with guidance, a variety of ways to skillfully move objects 
while participating in movement activities.  
 PE 3.6- Apply movement variables of extension of space, a focus on effort, relationships with 
objects and others. In order to increase complex movement skills and sequences while participating 
in body management activities.  
 
** PE 3.8- demonstrate positive interactions with others in cooperative and competitive movement 
activities  
 
Break down:  

- Demonstrate controlled body movement when participating in activities that involves chasing, 
fleeing, and dodging others, and avoiding objects like pylons.  

- Demonstrate effective selection of movement skills and correct application of performance 
cues in throwing and catching type games  

- Respond physically and correctly to movement vocabulary verbalized by the teacher 
- Follow given directions and/or symbols to perform cooperative team tactics in specified 

situations 
- Identify and practise, with guidance, skills and strategies used in alternate environment 

activities including outdoor activities.  
 

- Hop, skip, gallop, jump, leap, slide step,  
- Avoid contact with others when utilizing locomotor skills  

 
- Use performance words to demonstrate understanding of performance cues language 

associated with skillful sending and receiving of objects  
- Self-assess ability to control manipulative skills such as throwing, catching, and kicking to 

move as many balls as possible in a given amount of time. 
 

- Demonstrate the ability to change directions, pathways, and body positions quickly and 
appropriately by participating in chasing, fleeing, and deking activities 
 
 

Brainstorming:  
- Do a series of tag games using various locomotions; try toilet tag, freeze tag, tv tag, etc.  
- Obstacle course using a variety of locomotions  
- Flag in pocket while dodging stationary “players” 
- Football plays without using a manipulative and then with; can they follow instructions/ symbols 

to make plays, use strategies  
- Flag tag  
- Finding open space  
- Deking moves 

o twirl 
o quick side step 
o shuffle steps 
o eye direction  

 



Tactical Problems:  
- Offense 

o Keeping possession of the ball (moving to open space & ball handling skills) 
o Penetrating the defense and attacking the goal (moving around defender to shoot & 

shooting skills)   
o Transitioning from defense to offense  

- Defense  
o Defending space (following/ covering opponents & pressuring)  
o Defending the goal (goal tending) 
o Winning the ball (blocking open space) 

 
Resources:  
 
“Teaching Sport Concepts and Skills: A Tactical Games Approach for Ages 7 to 18” by Stephen A. 
Mitchell, Judith L. Oslin, & Linda L. Griffin 
“Children Moving: A Reflective Approach to Teaching Physical Education” by Graham, Holt/ Hale, & 
Parker 
“Physical Education for Elementary School Children” (10th Edition) by Kirchner & Fishburne 
 
Wednesday & Thursday 60 minutes, minus changing time. 
Mondays 50 minutes, minus changing time. 
 
Lesson One: (Pre- Assessment) 
 
Start with a warm up game of red light green light. Have students perform the following locomotions 
so you can get a collective idea of how well the group is performing: run, skip, hop (one foot to same 
one foot), jump (two feet to two feet), leap (one foot to opposite one foot), gallop (one foot leads the 
other), and slide step.  
 
Do stretches led by the students; ankles, calves, thighs, sides, arms, shoulders, neck.  
 
Ask students about pathways, what are they? What could be an example? Follow the leader using 
pathways including: curves, zigzag, straight, backwards, sideways (wide, narrow, low, high, etc.).  
 
Have a space marked out with four pylons. Tell students they must move how you tell them to- 
locomotions and pathways, but they must not bump into anyone. Continue to make the space smaller 
as you go on.  
 
Ask students which was easier, big space or small? Ask them what they tried to do to avoid bumping 
into others.  
 
Lesson Two:  
 
Start with tag, restrict the zone of play and possibly have two people “it”.  
 
Do stretches led by the students; ankles, calves, thighs, sides, arms, shoulders, neck.  
 
Ask students, what is a strategy? What is a skill? Give the students an example. Ask for reassurance 
what a strategy and skill are. What does it mean to invade someone’s space? To evade? Or deke? 
What might these look like; stand up and demo. What are some moves we can do; twirl, pathways, 
various locomotions.  



 
Have students play two small games of “Colour Monster” (“it” person calls a colour, students wearing 
that colour move) when you are tagged you stand still and use arms to reach other players to catch. 
Students must use locomotion chosen by the teacher. Students must demonstrate the skills and 
strategies we discussed.  
 
Lesson Three: 
 
Warm up playing a game of TV tag 
 
Do stretches 
 
Discuss offense and defense. What do they mean? Use examples from sports that they may be 
familiar with. 
 
Explain that we are going to do an activity focussing on being offense. We’re not using a ball today, 
but what are some things you might do to try to keep the ball in a game if you were playing soccer, or 
basketball, or football? Take their answers into consideration- yes ball handling skills are part of it. 
But finding open space is super important, whether it is for you to move to or to pass to.  
 
Today we are practicing the strategy finding open space. What skills will we need for this? 
Locomotions \ pathways\ and if we had a ball, those skills as well.  
 
We are going to practice some “plays” that you might see in football or soccer or lacrosse. I am going 
to write them on the board and then I want you to go one at a time and show me (explain the drawing 
first). Do a couple that you have drawn. And then go in partners and I want you to find some space 
where you and your partner can practice making plays to find open space and then each of you 
practice doing them. The teacher will go around and check each student’s drawings and actions.  
 
Lesson Four:  
 
Warm up with a game of colour monster and do stretches.  
 
Review language. What is offense? What is strategy? What are skills? Show me some skills we have 
been working on, have the students take turns telling you and demonstrating. This should include 
various locomotions, movement patterns, and possibly with various effort.  
 
Split the class into groups (minimum 5 in each group). Provide hoola hoops for each student, minus 
one. Students will be given a designated area of play where they will spread the hoola hoops around 
the space. The teacher will play music or blow a whistle signifying “go” and shut off the music or blow 
the whistle to signify “find a hoop and freeze”. The player left without a hoop will get a number. Once 
a student reaches five the game will reset, students are in charge of their own numbers. Remind 
students that it is not about winning, but finding open space and getting there safely! The teacher may 
modify the game by taking away more hoops, by calling out locomotions or pathways that the 
students must move.  
 
What were your strategies to get to a hoop?  
 
Lesson Five:  
 
Warm up with toilet tag & do stretches.  
 



Review offense. Talk about what defense is. What would it mean to defend space? What skills would 
we need to cover open space? (make yourself big/ expand your body, mirror others, look where the 
other players aren’t and go there). We are mirroring and reading our opponents.  
 
Show the students what mirroring is and have them do it in partners. Ask them what sports you might 
do this in. Have them do this for a while, switching partners halfway through and reminding them to 
use various pathways and locomotions.  
 
The teacher will show the students defensive game plans on the whiteboard and have them practice 
the plans. The teacher will reinforce that in offence the arrows/ movement was towards the goal trying 
to score, now being defense they should be away from the goal trying to protect it. After the teacher 
thinks the students have a pretty good understanding. Now, allow students to pair up (but not in the 
partnerships they were in for offense) and use the mini whiteboards to make and practice their 
defensive strategies.  
 
Bring the students into the centre and have them share their strategy with the class. From there 
review the vocabulary that has been discussed throughout the classes: invade, evade, offense, 
defense, strategy, and skill. Tell them they will have a little quiz next day.  
 
Lesson Six:  
 
Warm up playing red light green light- using various locomotions.  
Do our stretches.  
 
Discuss offence and defense. Go through performance cues for kicking. Performance cues in order 
are: beside the ball (non-kicking foot placed here), side foot (contact the ball with the side for control), 
behind the ball (contact the ball in the center for forward ground movement), watch the ball (eyes on 
the ball until it leaves their foot).  
 
Students will practice by themselves the performance cues without a ball while the teacher says the 
cues, the students should begin saying the cues with the teacher after the third or fourth time. Once 
the teacher thinks the students have a good grasp of the cues they may each grab a ball and a cone.  
 
The students will set the cone against the wall as a “target” they will then stand a couple feet away 
and practice kicking to the target. Once the teacher feels they are ready they can begin to pair 
students to pass to each other, on the spot. Once the students are ready have them try to pass back 
and forth moving from one end of the gym to the other.  
 
If students are ready you may have them add cones as “opponents” covering space.  
 
At the end of the class ask the students what the performance cues are for kicking.  
 
Lesson Seven: 
 
Warm up playing the flag game. The student will place scarves in their pockets or waistband. They 
will play in a designated area in which they all will try to grab each other’s flag, if they do they add it to 
their pocket or waist band. The players whose flags are stolen continue playing trying to catch flags. 
 
They will do their stretches after. Ask them what strategies they used to get other people’s flags? 
What strategies did they use to defend their flags? 
 



The class will go over the kicking cues together without a ball, and then the students will be given a 
ball and a cone to go practice their kicking control. They will need to try to kick the ball to the cone. 
While the students are doing this the teacher will set up 2 or 3 obstacle courses in which the students 
will use late to kick the ball around or through. Once the teacher is set up, bring the students back to 
the centre. Go over the performance cues for foot dribbling. Practice these cues without the ball on 
the spot, once students are ready they may practice on the spot with the ball. Once they are ready 
the teacher may split them into their groups and allow them to foot dribble through the obstacle 
course.  
 
At the end of the class ask students what the performance cues are for kicking and foot dribbling, as 
well as what was maybe easy or challenging about foot dribbling.  
 
Lesson Eight:  
 
Students will warm up with a game of colour monster, using various locomotions as directed by the 
teacher. The students will then do their stretches.  
 
Students will then go over the kicking and foot dribbling cues. Once they have went through the cues 
and demonstrated without the ball they may grab one ball each. The options for balls will be a variety 
ranging from soccer balls, foam balls, and blow up balls. Students will then line up across the gym 
and practice foot dribbling to the other end. The students will switch balls and then try again. After this 
students will go in partners and practice passing back and forth, first while stationary, then while 
walking across the gym. While the students are doing this the teacher will be setting up three sets of 
obstacle courses.  
 
The students will get a demonstration from the teacher how the ball should be moved through the 
obstacle course. After this students will need to work in partners to get through the obstacle course, 
passing the ball three times before making it to the other end. The teacher will walk around and 
observe.  
 
When the lesson is over the teacher will ask the students to share one thing they are doing well and 
one thing they would like more practice on.  
 
Lesson 9 
 
Students will warm up playing the flag game. After a few rounds the students will do their stretches. 
The class will then review the kicking and foot dribbling cues without a ball. The students will be 
reminded of offense and defense at this time as well. Afterwards they may each grab a ball and a 
cone and work on their kicking and foot drilling skills, like we have done previous days.  
 
Students will be brought to the center to go over the game rules. In their groups of three they will be 
playing a small sided game of “keep away”. To begin with there will be two offense and one defense. 
The defense will choose to stand somewhere and stay stationary while the offense pass the ball 
moving to the other side of their small “court”. Once each student has had a turn being the defense 
and they are controlling the ball as offense they may allow the defense to move only side to side (on 
a line the width of their small court). After the teams have done this enough times and are 
comfortable the teacher will decide to allow the defense to move wherever. The important thing is that 
when students start losing control of the ball they need to go back to the step before. Also students 
must switch the defense player every round. 
 
Ask the students at the end of the day which position was easiest, why? And what kinds of strategies 
they used while in offense, and defense.  



 
 
 
 
Lesson Ten  
 
Before class starts and while students run their three laps, the teacher will be putting cones (or tape- 
if time permits) in various pathways, students will have to foot dribble the ball along these pathways 
later. Students will warm up with a game of keep away from the other day. Students will then meet in 
the center to do their stretches.  
 
We will go over the kicking and foot dribbling cues. Then students will be asked to follow the 
pathways on the gym floor while foot dribbling (if there is tape on the floor, the ball should be dribbled 
over the line if it is cones it will be dribble beside the cones). Students will practice this for a few 
minutes. The teacher while observe students while they work on this.  
 
When we are kicking for distance we use the same cues as for kicking for control, except we want to 
kick UNDER the ball and not in the very centre. You may also try to kick with the top of your foot, or 
toe. However, this may not be very accurate. Have all the students line up and try with a ball, be sure 
all students kick the ball before anyone receives their ball, this is a safety rule. After students have 
had time to practice three or four times have them line up and hold their balls while the teacher puts 
out distance markers. The students will then get to kick one at a time trying to kick for distance. Let 
the students practice this a few times.  
 
Lesson Eleven 
 
Students will play a game of freeze tag to warm up. They will then do their stretches in a circle. 
 
Students will each grab partner and practice foot dribbling and passing back and forth while 
stationary, and then while moving (when the teacher says). After giving about 5 to 10 minutes for 
students to warm up and practice, bring them to the centre to explain the next game.  
 
Students will play a two on two soccer game in their designated (field). Explain to the students they 
must pass to a team mate at least once when they get the ball before they can score, there are no 
permanent goalies standing in front of the scoring hoop (in place of a net). To score students must 
have the ball go into the hoola hoop, which is in place of a net. Students may only use their feet, 
however, if the ball goes out of bounds a player may use their hands to throw it back into play. You 
cannot score from throwing the ball into play until a pass has been made. The teacher will put the 
students in pairs for the game and will designate students to their “field”. The students will play this for 
10 to 20 minutes and then be brought to the centre.  
 
Once students are brought to the centre they may be given a choice of full team soccer games or 
continue playing 2 on 2 with new teammates. The students will play whichever they choose to wrap 
up their soccer invasion territorial games.  
 
Lesson Twelve 
 
Students will warm up by playing a game of rabbit hole. They will then do their stretches.  
 
Explain the performance cues for hand dribbling. Fingerpads- remember to use the soft parts of your 
fingers, knees bent- as you dribble, bend your knees a little, keeping your back straight, hand on top 
of the ball- make sure your hand touches the ball almost on its top. Have the students say the cues 



with you without a ball. Then explain what they will be doing before giving them a ball. Students will 
be finding their own space on one half of the gym. They will practice dribbling while stationary. Use 
one hand and try to say the alphabet, one letter is equal to one controlled bounce. Then switch hands 
and try. Keep going until the teacher stops you. The teacher will then ask the students to try dribbling 
from one hand to the other, on the spot. While students are practicing the teacher will hang up the 
signs attached to the planning sheet.  
 
Once you have the students attention and they are in the centre explain the next activity. The 
students will find a poster on the wall and they will bring their ball to the poster, their challenge is to 
dribble while keeping their eyes up. To do this they will have to try dribbling while saying the letters/ 
spelling the words out loud to themselves. There are some shorter words on the posters and some 
longer words. Choose the words that work best for you level of dribbling. If you are having some 
trouble controlling the ball, choose a shorter word, if you are feeling fairly confident try the longer 
word. Once you have spelled a word you may bring your ball to another poster; try not to have more 
than three people at one poster. Try switching hands for a challenge. 
 
At the end of the day ask students the dribbling cues. Ask the students what they found easy and/ or 
tricky about hand dribbling.      
 
 


